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Abstract
The Kirchhoﬀ-law-Johnson-noise (KLJN) secure key exchange scheme oﬀers unconditional security, however it can approach the perfect security limit only in the case when the practical system’s parameters
approach the ideal behavior of its core circuitry. In the case of non-ideal features, non-zero information leak
is present. The study of such leaks is important for a proper design of practical KLJN systems and their
privacy amplifications in order to eliminate these problems.
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The Kirchhoﬀ-law-Johnson-noise (KLJN) secure key exchange system oﬀers unconditional
(information-theoretic) security [1–13].
The core system is shown in Fig. 1. The key exchange protocol of a single secure bit is as
follows: Alice and Bob randomly pick one of their resistors (RL or RH ), connect it to the wire
channel, and keep them there during the bit exchange period while they execute passive voltage
and/or current measurements to learn the resistor value at the other end. We can present 4 diﬀerent
situations of the connected resistors (RL and/or RH ) at Alice’s and Bob’s ends by the indices
of the connected resistors, LL, LH, HL, and HH, respectively. These 4 situations correspond to
3 diﬀerent noise levels (current and/or voltage) in the wire. The LL and HH levels are diﬀerent
but the LH and HL situations produce the same noise intensity [3]. Thus, these are secure levels
because the eavesdropper cannot distinguish the HL from LH situation, while Alice and Bob
can do it, since they know their own connected resistor value. In the LL and the HH cases (this
happens in 50% of the bit exchange attempts), the results are discarded because then the result is
publicly known.
Non-ideal (parasitic) features in a practical system change this circuitry and cause information
leak. Even though the information leak can be reduced by privacy amplification [13], it is desirable
to optimize the system as much as possible, because privacy amplification is reducing the speed
of key exchange.
One of the most important and least explored classes of possible information leaks in longrange practical applications is the existence of parasitic current/voltage components in the wire
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Fig. 1. The core of the KLJN key generation and exchange system. UHAn (t), ULAn (t), UHBn (t),
and ULBn (t), are the (thermal) noise voltage generators for the related resistances. U (t) and I (t)
are the measured noise voltage and the current in the wire. The resistors at Alice’s and Bob’s sides
are randomly chosen and connected at the beginning of the bit exchange period.

connection. A special situation of a parasitic DC loop voltage mentioned (but not explored) in
[14] is that, in the case of a significant wire resistance, the secure levels can split at Alice’s vs.
Bob’s end, see Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. A computer-generated illustration [14] of how a DC shift can split two strongly
correlated noises and enables their easy comparison at a given moment. The arrows
indicate the directions of shift.

In another work [15], it is shown that a parasitic DC loop voltage can cause significant
information leak even at zero wire resistance.
However, the above mentioned considerations are very introductory and large body situations
involving Unsolved Problems of Noise emerge, such as:
– Addressing the various ground loop problems, including one or more parasitic sources at
various points along the line/loop.
– How to treat loop currents induced by external magnetic fields?
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– What is the impact of attacks using periodic time function components with unknown
frequency in the loop?
– A related question is if we can avoid the problems by using coax cables or twisted pairs
(these are relatively robust against external magnetic fields) and how to handle the loss of
economical advantages of grounding and single wire connection?
– How to defend the system against spurious currents/voltages at high frequencies: how
eﬃciently can line filters prohibit information leak, or rather can they do contribute to it?
– The problem of stochastic loop currents/voltages in arbitrary frequency ranges and locations.
In conclusion, for the practical installation of KLJN systems, especially for significant communication ranges, the general and multi-faceted problems of loop currents and voltages (built-in
and induced) must be clarified. After the installation of the system, it must be inspected for
potential information leaks. After the optimization, a proper privacy amplification scheme must
be set up. All these tasks pose as Unsolved Problems of Noise at the moment.
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